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Introduction and executive summary
Debate is heating up about the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)—a proposed new trade agreement. At EPI we urge
policymakers to assess every issue they approach—whether macroeconomic stabilization policy, tax and budget policy,
regulatory policy, labor policy, or yes, trade policy—on the grounds of whether or not it will boost wages for the vast
majority of Americans. This is an important benchmark because most Americans’ hourly pay has not been boosted at
all from the economy’s growth over the past generation (Figure A depicts the growing wedge between hourly pay for
the vast majority and economy-wide productivity).
FIGURE A

Disconnect between productivity and typical worker’s
compensation, 1948–2013

Note: Data are for compensation (wages and benefits) of production/nonsupervisory workers in the private sector and net productivity of the total economy. "Net productivity" is the growth of output of goods and services less depreciation per hour worked.
Source: EPI analysis of Bureau of Labor Statistics and Bureau of Economic Analysis data
Updated from Figure A in Raising America’s Pay: Why It’s Our Central Economic Policy Challenge

In regard to the TPP and wages for the vast majority of Americans, there are two important concerns in play. The first
is whether it will help generate aggregate demand (i.e., increase spending by households, governments, and businesses)
and tighter labor markets in coming years. The second is whether it will lead to a trade policy that boosts low- and
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moderate-wage workers’ power to bargain for higher wages—instead of continuing to favor corporate managers and
capital owners. This briefing paper makes the following points:
Unless there is a strong currency provision in the TPP, reductions in the U.S. trade deficit—the most promising
route back to sustainable full employment—will be harder to obtain following its passage.
Recent claims that a strong currency provision in the TPP would be impossible to craft without impinging on the
Federal Reserve’s ability to undertake expansionary monetary policy to fight recessions are clearly wrong.
Expanded trade, particularly with trading partners that are poorer and more labor-abundant than the United States,
is likely to lower the wages of most American workers. While expanded trade is generally “win-win” at the country
level, expanded trade redistributes so much income within countries that it’s possible to make the majority of residents worse off—and this is indeed the likeliest scenario for the United States.
TPP proponents who highlight the treaty’s estimated net national gains while ignoring its likely regressive distributional outcomes are hiding the ball from policymakers. The net national gains from trade have the exact same
root as the regressive distributional outcomes—they both stem from reshuffling of domestic production away from
labor-intensive import-competing sectors—and you cannot have one without the other.
Some TPP supporters claim the agreement will be “all gain, no pain” for American workers because U.S. tariffs are
already low while trading partners’ tariffs are higher. These arguments are economically incoherent. In fact, studies
that show the TPP will increase overall American national income also show that it will cause substantial reshuffling
of domestic production away from labor-intensive import-competing sectors. This will clearly inflict damage on
large groups (probably the majority) of American workers.
The wage losses to workers on the wrong end of expanded trade are almost surely larger (in percentage terms) than
the estimated net national gains from the TPP. Specifically, if the TPP would indeed boost national income by 0.4
percent while boosting imports and exports by 0.6 percent of GDP by 2025, as a widely cited estimate claims, this
would imply a loss to wages of non-college-educated workers of between 0.4 and 0.6 percent.
Further, this widely cited estimate’s ratio between estimated income gains stemming from the TPP and estimated
increases in trade flows is deeply inconsistent with standard models relating these two variables. It is even inconsistent
with the findings of other studies on trade liberalization’s impact on incomes that show trade having particularly
large income-boosting effects.
These widely cited estimates of the TPP’s effect on income and trade imply that every dollar of imports spurred by
reducing trade costs in the TPP will increase national income by more than a dollar. This is an extraordinarily large
effect. Standard models imply that every dollar of imports boosted by reduced trade barriers should boost national
incomes by only 5–10 cents.

The TPP, aggregate demand, and currency provisions
For most of the 30 years before the Great Recession, a majority of macroeconomists assumed that the Federal Reserve’s
control of short-term interest rates would be sufficient to keep the economy at full employment. There was thus little
concern about the effects of trade deficits and surpluses on the level of aggregate demand. When one assumes the economy has self-correcting properties and institutions that will ensure a rapid return to full employment in the face of any
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shock, this lack of concern about trade’s effects makes some sense. But this assumption should not have survived the
Great Recession—the U.S. economy has been stuck well below potential for more than seven years now, even as the
Federal Reserve has pursued expansionary monetary policy for much of that time.
Worse, there’s evidence that the demand shortfall that has delayed a full recovery from the Great Recession could be
chronic and last for years to come.1 Economic history argues this is not impossible: Japan has been stuck below potential for decades, and much of Western Europe suffered a decade or more of excessively high unemployment because
policymakers failed to boost demand growth. In the United States, fiscal policy has been historically contractionary
during the recovery from the Great Recession, and pressure is building on the Fed to be less accommodative to growth
even with no sign of accelerating inflation in sight. In short, a policy-induced chronic demand shortfall (call it “secular
stagnation” if you like) seems to be a distinct possibility.
What does the TPP have to do with this? Once one realizes that the economy is not at full employment and that there
is no automatic mechanism that can return it there quickly, then trade flows can have a powerful influence on aggregate demand. The United States has run chronic trade deficits for well over a decade. Since 2002, these deficits have
been overwhelmingly driven by the conscious policy choices made by several of our major trading partners to manage the value of their currency for competitive advantage in U.S. and global markets.2 They buy dollar-denominated
assets to boost the value of the dollar and depress the value of their own currencies. This results in cheaper imports
for the United States and makes U.S. exports more expensive in global markets. Ending this currency management (or
currency manipulation) by our trading partners is hence a crucially important goal for macroeconomic stabilization in
coming years.
Given this, a trade agreement that includes several countries that are obvious currency managers would seem like a good
place to start addressing the problem. Yet there is every sign that the TPP will not include any useful currency provisions. The arguments against such provisions are weak. Particularly unconvincing is the argument that any such currency provision would somehow bar the Federal Reserve from undertaking expansionary monetary policy that included
purchasing bonds to help the U.S. economy through a recession.
To be clear, tying the Fed’s hands in fighting recessions would indeed be a bad thing, but it is clearly possible to define
currency management in a way that does not constrain the Fed or any other central bank wanting to undertake similar
maneuvers. Quantitative easing, or QE (the policy that some are claiming to be at risk in the future if a currency provision is added to the TPP), works through the Fed purchasing domestic assets in exchange for reserves it creates. That is,
the Fed buys U.S. Treasury bonds and U.S. mortgage-backed securities (MBS) and credits the sellers with reserves held
at the Fed. This has a first-order effect of lowering interest rates on Treasury bonds and MBS. These lower rates in turn
do exert some downward pressure on the value of the U.S. dollar, which makes our exports cheaper and imports more
expensive, thereby reducing our trade deficit. But the primary channel and primary target is the domestic interest rate,
and the asset being purchased is denominated in the same currency that the nation’s monetary authority controls.
Conversely, when people describe mercantilist currency management, they universally mean the purchase by a nation’s
monetary authorities of foreign assets. For example, the Chinese central bank buys not Chinese bonds, but U.S. Treasury bonds and MBS. This has the first-order effect of changing the relative demand for Chinese versus U.S. assets,
which moves the U.S.–China exchange rate. In short, putting limits or rules in the TPP (or some other agreement)
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on the extent of foreign asset purchases a nation’s monetary authorities can undertake would do nothing at all to stop
initiatives like the Fed’s QE program during and after the Great Recession.

The TPP, globalization, and wage growth: No such thing as an “all gain,
no pain” treaty
It is now widely acknowledged that globalization has played a role in the weak wage growth for most American workers
and the rise in inequality that has characterized the past generation.3 In debates over trade agreements in the 1990s, this
wage-suppressing impact of globalization was hotly disputed. But a reassessment of evidence as well as a sharp increase
in imports from much-poorer nations has led most observers to agree that globalization has likely contributed to rising
inequality.
Despite this, however, many economists and policymakers continue to support trade agreements like the TPP. Often
they argue that yes, global integration likely put downward pressure on the wages of a large swath of Americans over
the past generation, but now the U.S. market is already so open to imports that further damage will be minimal.4 The
corollary runs that because foreign markets remain less open to U.S. goods, trade agreements will just offer new opportunities for U.S. exporters. Implicit in this view is that we can enjoy the overall national income–augmenting benefits of
expanded trade opportunities offered by the TPP without suffering any of the regressive redistribution that has accompanied growing globalization in the past. We can call this the “all gain, no pain” theory of the TPP.
However, these are facile arguments that don’t hold up to serious scrutiny.

Gains from trade and regressive redistribution: Two sides of the same coin
To see why, it’s crucial to understand that the benefits of lower trade barriers for overall national income have the exact
same root as the regressive redistribution they cause: a reshuffling of domestic production away from labor-intensive
import-competing sectors and toward capital-intensive exportable sectors.5
The rough intuition is as follows. Trade agreements reduce domestic prices for imports—traditionally but not exclusively through cutting import tariffs (we will explain other channels a bit later). Lower prices for imports in turn pull
down prices that domestic firms producing import-competing goods can charge (henceforth we label domestic importcompeting goods importables). If the process stopped here then all consumers would be better off; American workers
would pay a bit less for importable apparel, textiles, and electronics—and hence price-adjusted incomes would rise. But,
unfortunately for most American workers, the process doesn’t stop here—there are many other moving parts.
For one, while consumers benefit from lower prices for importables, producers of importables see incomes suffer, as they
receive less for each unit of output they sell. For another, trade agreements see tariffs in our trading partners lowered
as well, so American exporters now have expanded options for selling abroad. This actually pushes up the price of
exportable goods for American consumers. Essentially American consumers now have to outbid a larger pool of potential global customers for American output in export industries. These higher prices for exportable goods actually claw
back some of the overall gains to U.S. consumers from expanded trade, as higher export prices reduce price-adjusted
real incomes even as lower importable prices increase these incomes.6
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Further, the combination of lower prices for importable sectors and higher prices for exportable goods leads to resources
(labor and capital) shifting from importable sectors to exportable sectors. Measured in dollar terms, the contraction of
importables and the expansion of exportable sectors will balance.7 But each $100 of production in exportable industries requires more capital and less labor than each $100 of production in import-competing industries. How do we
know this? The United States is among the most capital-abundant countries in the global economy, while many of
our major trading partners are among the most labor-abundant countries.8 This makes capital relatively cheaper in the
United States and labor relatively expensive, meaning that our comparative advantage is naturally in capital-intensive
goods (which we will export) and not in labor-intensive goods (which we will import).9 So, this reshuffling of production away from labor-intensive industries toward capital-intensive industries reduces the demand for labor, which pulls
down wages, and increases the demand for capital, which bids up its return.
The key lesson here is that if trade flows are determined (even in part) by the difference in capital and labor abundance
between the United States and its trading partners, then the gains from trade (lower prices caused by a decline in the
price of importables) are totally inseparable from the regressive redistribution it causes. And there is ample evidence that
this difference in capital and labor abundance is indeed a basis for trade flows.10 This is a hugely important point: If
expanded trade does lead to a reshuffling of domestic production from importables to exportables, then it will increase
inequality and drag on wages for a large majority of American workers. If it does not lead to such a reshuffling of domestic production, then there are no benefits to be had from it through this channel.
A variation of the following argument has become ubiquitous: Trade lets us keep the good jobs in the United States and
sends the bad jobs overseas. It’s easy to see how this impression can be gained; in the example above, the United States
is left with more exportable jobs (call them “aircraft jobs”) and fewer importable jobs (call them “apparel jobs”). On
average, aircraft jobs pay better than apparel jobs, so, it seems as if the United States has “kept the good jobs.” However,
this reflects confusion between what happens to jobs versus what happens to workers. More jobs are indeed located in
the higher-wage sector (aircraft) post-trade, but workers receive lower wages in both sectors. The higher pay in the aircraft
sector is wholly a function of the higher ratio of (high-paid) managers relative to workers employed there.
Finally, most standard models that map this reshuffling of domestic production onto changes in wages for different
groups of American workers likely miss important channels through which globalization impacts wages. For example,
these models assume competitive labor markets, so wages for workers on the losing end of trade are only harmed by
the reduction in demand stemming from the domestic reshuffling of production away from importables. But there is
copious evidence that labor markets are not perfectly competitive and that bargaining power explains a good portion
of wage dynamics.11 If expanded trade does not just reduce the demand for certain groups of workers, but also reduces
their bargaining power vis-à-vis employers, this could provide a drag on wages that standard models do not pick up.

Claims that the TPP will be “all gain, no pain” are economically incoherent
This background should make one wary of claims that any trade agreement—and the TPP specifically—can provide
the benefits of trade by boosting exports without spurring any of the redistributive effects caused by moving resources
out of importable sectors. And there are further reasons to be wary about this claim.
Essentially all analysis of the gains from trade agreements assume that they have no impact on the trade deficit and that
the economy is operating at full employment. These assumptions are, of course, problematic for numerous reasons.
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These limitations are important to keep in mind when people brandish studies estimating the national income gains
from agreements.
What does this have to do with the argument that the TPP will be all gain, no pain because barriers to imports are
already essentially dismantled? If it is argued that the TPP will expand exports for American business using a model that
assumes balanced trade, then it is implicitly being argued that imports must rise as well. And that’s exactly what models
of trade agreements universally show.12 Thus, the argument that TPP will boost exports but not boost imports is simply
wrong.
Further, remember that the standard mechanism by which expanded trade leads to wage suppression is the reshuffling
of domestic production—our capital-intensive sectors expand while our labor-intensive sectors contract. Pretend for a
moment we believed the claim that the direct impact of the TPP on imports is negligible because there are no more
tariffs left to be cut in the United States. But remember that trade models predicting gains from the TPP assume full
employment. So, if the economy is at full employment and then export opportunities expand due to the TPP, this by
definition means that non-export sectors must shrink (if the economy is already at full employment, then you can only get
more production in one sector—exporters—by ramping down production somewhere else). So, capital-intensive export
production expands while less-capital-intensive production in other parts of the economy contracts. And the result is
the same—demand for capital rises while demand for labor falls.
Finally, just because tariffs in the United States are already low doesn’t mean that importable industries in the United
States can’t suffer from a treaty like the TPP. A key point of such treaties is to remove barriers from American investors
setting up production facilities in foreign countries. If this influx of foreign direct investment increases productivity in
foreign firms competing with American companies, this will have the same impact as a tariff cut—the price of imports
falls and production shifts out of import-competing sectors, and wages fall as a consequence.
We should note an important asymmetry common in most trade agreements that the United States has signed in recent
decades. These agreements tend to provide legal protections to U.S. firms that want to invest in production facilities in
low-wage countries. This in turn leads to increased productivity in those countries’ export sectors, which puts downward pressure on U.S. importable prices and leads to regressive redistribution within the United States. However, these
same agreements often undercut possible advantages of foreign firms competing with U.S. exportables. Take software
and pharmaceuticals: Foreign firms serving their home market can make larger profits if they are not forced to pay large
royalties to American holders of intellectual property monopolies. Following the intellectual property harmonization
that is a standard part of too many U.S. trade agreements, these foreign firms are not just unable to export output back
to the United States without paying these royalties, they are often not even allowed to continue serving their own home
market without making these royalty payments.13 This has the effect of boosting the rise in exportable prices in global
markets that tends to follow tariff-cutting trade agreements. In turn, this increases the amount of domestic reshuffling
of production in the U.S. economy, amplifying the regressive redistribution caused by trade.14,15
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Trade, TPP, and wage suppression: How many workers, and how
much money?
So far we’ve sketched out the theory of how the same processes that lead to higher overall national incomes resulting
from reduced trade barriers also lead to wage suppression for workers disproportionately represented in importable sectors. Too many of those writing about TPP and globalization assume that this logic applies only to trade-exposed sectors
such as manufacturing. They then dismiss concerns regarding globalization by citing the relatively small share of U.S.
workers remaining in manufacturing. But this represents a bad misunderstanding of textbook trade theory. It is not just
those workers employed in importable sectors harmed by trade, it’s also workers who are disproportionately represented in
importable sectors. This means that it is not just workers employed in importable sectors such as apparel that need worry
about the wage-suppressing effects of expanded trade, but also the workers employed in non-traded sectors—such as
retail—that the apparel workers could compete with for jobs if they’re displaced by trade. Or, to put it more succinctly,
waitresses and landscapers do not lose their jobs due to trade, but their wages are definitely hurt because they need to
compete with laid-off apparel workers who were displaced by imports.
When empirical investigations of trade’s impact on wages for different groups of workers are undertaken, two proxies
are generally used to divide those winning from those losing as a result of trade expansion: non-production and supervisory workers versus production and non-supervisory workers, and those workers with a four-year college degree versus those
workers without a four-year degree.16 We tend to focus on the latter split—a college degree seems a better marker of
capital, skills, and credentials that form the basis of U.S. comparative advantage. It is important to note that just under
70 percent of the U.S. workforce does not have a four-year college degree, meaning that the majority of U.S. workers are
likely on the losing end of expanded trade.17
Using standard models that capture just one channel through which trade can suppress wages—the effects of relative
demands based on competitive labor markets—I have calculated in previous work (Bivens 2013) that expanded trade
overall has suppressed wages sufficiently to cost a non-college-educated worker about $1,800 per year if they worked
full time at the national median wage.18 This is not enough to explain all, or even the majority, of the overall wedge
between national productivity and wages for typical workers documented in Figure A, but it is a significant amount of
money.
More importantly for debates about trade, much more money is lost by workers on the losing end of expanded trade
than is gained by the nation overall. This is obviously intuitive: If expanded trade lowers wages for one subset of workers
but raises wages for the remaining group of workers, then the net of those gains and losses must be smaller (in absolute
value) than the gross losses suffered by workers on the wrong end of expanded trade. In terms of relative magnitudes,
one way to think of this is that the impact of globalization since the late 1970s is roughly analogous to taking a combined $5 out of the pockets of the bottom two-thirds of workers (roughly those without a four-year college degree) and
giving $6 to the top third.19 Note what this means for comforting claims about how the workers on the wrong end of
expanded trade can be compensated by the national gains from trade: We’d have to take 85 percent of the winners’ gains
from expanded trade—i.e., $5 out of the $6 gain—just to hold those on the losing end harmless. That is a very heavy
political lift—and one unlikely to be undertaken enthusiastically by today’s Congress.
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What will the TPP in particular (as opposed to globalization writ large) do to wage growth for the vast majority of
American workers? Empirically, that’s a very tough question to answer with precision. But the first thing we should note
is that the well-advertised gains to American GDP from trade agreements like the TPP are highlighting the net overall
gain (i.e., that $1 net gain above) while ignoring the much larger gross losses to the majority of American workers.

Estimates of the TPP’s effects on the U.S. economy, and what they mean for wages
Probably the most-cited estimate of the TPP’s likely effect on American incomes and trade flows comes from Petri and
Plummer (2012). They estimate that the TPP could add almost 0.4 percent to American GDP by 2025. As detailed
below, this is actually a very aggressive estimate of potential growth that could be spurred by trade liberalization, especially given the modesty of the estimated impact on actual trade flows (roughly 0.6 percent of GDP). But for now we
will examine its implications.20
Petri and Plummer (2012) do not include different factors of production (i.e., capital and labor) in their model, so they
rule out distributional changes by definition. But we can tell from their description of the model that a reshuffling of
domestic production is predicted by their modeling. As they say in an op-ed:
Trade agreements work by helping to move people and resources toward an economy’s most productive firms and
industries. … [T]he TPP would benefit America’s most competitive sectors. … The TPP’s investment and intellectual property provisions, for example, should help to make American know-how – Internet technologies, apps, movies
and more – more accessible and secure in dynamic markets. … [B]y 2015 around 650,000 more people, close to 0.5
percent of the labor force, can be expected to work in export-related jobs and correspondingly fewer in less-productive
import-competing jobs because of the TPP.
It is very hard to read this as anything but evidence that the TPP will lead to an expansion of exportables and a contraction of importables. And since the evidence shows that American exportables are capital-intensive while American
imports are labor-intensive, this will indeed spark the regressive redistribution we noted previously.
Given the Petri and Plummer (2012) estimates of trade expansion, and given the clear qualitative description of their
model that notes these gains come from moving resources into capital-intensive production, we can feed their predictions regarding trade flows into a standard model relating trade flows to relative wages to get an estimate of what this
implies for wages (see Bivens 2013 for a description of this methodology). As we will show later, this is potentially problematic in that we are taking outputs of one model (the Petri and Plummer 2012 model) and using them as inputs into
another. And the outputs of the former model are inconsistent with the model of trade, wages, and national income we
are using to assess wage impacts. Specifically, the ratio of trade flows to income gains is much higher in the Petri and
Plummer (2012) model than in our trade and wages model, so we can only choose one of these (i.e., either national
income gains or import increases) to be the exogenous parameter in the trade and wages model.
Below, we discuss results that use the import gain estimated by Petri and Plummer (2012). Next, we also discuss results
that are derived by using the estimated national income gain from Petri and Plummer (2012), but which assume an
import-to-income-gain ratio from another model (Anderson, Martin, and van der Mensbrugghe 2006).
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Simple estimates of the relationship between trade flows, relative wages, and
overall income
The Petri and Plummer (2012) estimates are that trade flows will be higher by $124 billion in 2025, roughly 0.6
percent of U.S. GDP in that year. In the models used by Bivens (2013) to relate growing trade flows and relative wage
changes, this amount of trade expansion predicts a decline in non-college wages of roughly 0.4 percent (and a 0.2 percent increase in college wages).
How much faith should we put in this number? Not a lot—the Petri and Plummer (2012) estimates for the incomeboosting effects of TPP are very high, given that the United States is starting from such a low level of tariffs and nontariff barriers to trade. Further, the relationship between their estimate of the ratio of overall income effects to the rise
in import penetration is significantly higher than what is found in more standard models. For example, in the standard
model used by Bivens (2013), a 0.6 percent increase in overall trade is only associated with a change of roughly 0.03
percent of GDP.
Given this incongruity between the income gains and import increases in the Petri and Plummer (2012) models, one
could imagine asking a different question of the trade and wages model.
Specifically, one could ask the model to assess the relative wage impacts associated with an expansion of trade large enough
to generate a 0.4 percent gain in overall income. This large an income gain in the standard trade and wages model would
require an increase in imports of 6 full percentage points of GDP—almost a doubling of imports from non-advanced
economies and about 10 times as large an increase in trade as Petri and Plummer (2012) project. The resulting wage
changes would be absurdly huge—with non-college wages falling more than 6 percent.21
In the third column of Table 1, we use the estimated income gain from the TPP estimated by Petri and Plummer
(2012), but then choose an estimate of the ratio of income gains to import gains from another trade model (Anderson,
Martin, and van der Mensbrugghe 2006). The Anderson, Martin, and van der Mensbrugghe (2006) model is notable
for showing quite large gains from trade liberalization, due both to estimating a more ambitious liberalization scenario
and to making modeling decisions that boost liberalization’s income effect. But even though Anderson, Martin, and
van der Mensbrugghe’s (2006) estimates of the income effects of trade are large relative to those of most other models,
they still yield a ratio of import changes to income changes of roughly 2.3:1, instead of the 1.5:1 as in the Petri and
Plummer (2012) model.22
If we apply the 2.3:1 ratio (again, an extraordinarily ambitious ratio for trade models) to our standard trade and wages
model to assess the import growth that would be needed to achieve a 0.4 percent gain in overall national income, this
implies imports would rise by roughly 0.9 percent of GDP by 2025, or roughly $190 billion, not $124 billion, as Petri
and Plummer (2012) suggest. A rise in imports of this size would lower non-college wages by roughly 0.6 percent in
our standard model.
The last two columns of Table 1 draw on results from another study that aims to assess the impact of rising imports on
American wages (Autor, Dorn, and Hanson 2013). This study finds that each $1,000 per worker increase in imports
from China between 1990 and 2007 was associated with a 0.82 log-point decline in weekly earnings for non-manufacturing workers without a four-year college degree in the United States.23 The Petri and Plummer (2012) estimates of
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TABLE 1

Estimating wage effects consistent with TPP import projections
Change in
total trade
with LDCs,
1973–2013

Estimated
TPP effect,
based on
import/GDP
ratio

Estimated TPP
effect, alternate
import/income
gain ratio

Based on model in Bivens (2013)

Estimated
TPP effect,
based on
import/GDP
ratio

Estimate TPP
effect, alternate
import/income
gain ratio

Based on Autor et al. (2013)

Imports/GDP

4.9%

0.6%

0.9%

0.6%

0.9%

Overall income gains

0.3%

0.0%

0.4%

0.0%

0.4%

Non-college wages

-3.1%

-0.4%

-0.6%

-0.6%

-1.4%

College wages

1.9%

0.2%

0.4%

Implied wage effects

Note: The first three columns are based on the methodology described in Bivens (2013). The model used to generate relative wage
changes generates these changes, overall income gains, and import share simultaneously. This means that the Petri and Plummer
(2012) results on overall income growth and import share increases are inconsistent with this model’s structure. To address this, we
model the relationships between relative wages, overall income gains, and import shares two ways. In the first, we assume that the
estimated TPP import share increase is correct and in the second, we assume that the estimated TPP overall income gains are correct.
The second column uses the import share as the forcing variable, while the third column uses the increase in overall income as the
forcing variable. The third column uses the ratio between import gains and income gains estimated by Anderson, Martin, and van der
Mensbrugghe (2006) in their estimate of gains from full merchandise trade liberalization, and then applies that ratio to the Petri and
Plummer (2012) estimate of national income gains to get an implied import effect. The final two columns use the same measure of
trade increase due to the TPP, but then apply the estimated effect of import flows on wages from Autor, Dorn and Hanson (2013).
Source: EPI analysis of Bivens (2013); Petri and Plummer (2012); Anderson, Martin, and van der Mensbrugghe (2006); and Autor, Dorn,
and Hanson (2013)

rising imports stemming from the TPP translate into roughly $750 per U.S. worker, implying a 0.6 log-point decline
(which is essentially equivalent to a 0.6 percent decline) in non-college wages, right in line with estimates from the standard model surveyed in Bivens (2013). If we instead use the $275 billion increase in imports that makes the Petri and
Plummer (2012) ratio of income gains to import increases consistent with Anderson, Martin, and van der Mensbrugghe (2006), this would imply a 1.4 percent decline in non-college wages.24

If wage suppression stems from expanded trade, why do so many
support the TPP?
It is striking how little public comment on the TPP has focused serious analytical attention on the wages issue. On the
one hand, the role of currency provisions has occupied a lot of the TPP debate, and this is clearly a healthy development. The TPP is the first agreement in which the demand for a currency provision had muscled its way to the top
of skeptics’ concerns, and it’s also the first major agreement that has been debated in the post–Great Recession period
when there is growing recognition that the demand-sapping aspects of chronic trade deficits could be a major problem
in coming years.
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On the other hand, there has been too much evasion of the wages issue. The Petri and Plummer (2012) estimates of
the TPP’s likely economic impact focus like a laser on net national income gains while not examining distributional
consequences. This is the case even though one of the foundational models that informs the Petri and Plummer (2012)
modeling effort does indeed include different factors of production.
And even the research team (David Autor, David Dorn, and Gordon Hanson) that published academic articles on the
wage-suppressing impact of less-developed countries’ imports that we use in the previous section managed to avoid the
wage issue entirely in a recent op-ed in favor of the TPP.25 Autor, Dorn, and Hanson instead focused on the claim
that TPP opponents focus on the “job-killing aspects of globalization” as their reason for rejecting it.26 They say that
manufacturing job loss associated with globalization is a “fait accompli” and argue that “much as we might like to return
to 1970 when manufacturing comprised a quarter of U.S. non-farm employment, that’s impossible without massive
protectionist barriers.”
Besides eliding the crucially important wage issue entirely, this is a straw-man argument about trade and jobs. Nobody
thinks that manufacturing as a share of total employment should not have shrunk in recent decades. But the level of
manufacturing employment fluctuated essentially between 17 and 19.5 million workers (depending on the phase of the
business cycle) for 35 years between 1965 and 2000. Since 2000 it’s down by more than 5 million workers (in 2014
manufacturing employment stood at 12.2 million, after bottoming out at 11.5 million in 2010). This decline since
2000 is driven largely by rising trade deficits and would indeed be substantially reversed if we addressed the currency
management that drove those trade deficits.
Autor, Dorn, and Hanson then endorse the all gain, no pain claim offered in support of the TPP, claiming that it will
not cause importable sectors to shrink but will allow exportables to expand (again, they frame the only “pain” from
import competition as its effect on jobs, not wages). But as we’ve noted before, this all gain, no pain aspect of TPP is
almost surely a mirage. They write:
Further the TPP’s lower trade barriers would barely affect import competition faced by US manufacturers. … Cutting
back rock-bottom US manufacturing tariffs to zero for the remaining TPP countries would thus have negligible effects
on US producers. These countries already enjoy unfettered access to US markets. But if the TPP has little downside
for the US, what’s the upside? … Successfully exporting information and computer services, where the US maintains
substantial technological leadership, requires more than low tariffs. It also requires protecting patents against infringement and safeguarding business assets and revenues against expropriation by foreign governments. To the extent that
Obama succeeds in enshrining these guarantees in the TPP, the agreement would give a substantial boost to US trade.
Finally, it’s worth noting that lots of the export “opportunities” highlighted by proponents of the TPP—including in
the passage above—are not necessarily opportunities for U.S. firms to export more, they are instead opportunities to use
the TPP to ensure that foreign consumers pay more for U.S. exports. Treaties like the TPP routinely harmonize other
nations’ intellectual property laws to meet U.S. standards, which are very kind to U.S. pharmaceutical and software
companies. This essentially means other countries must now spend resources to ensure higher prices are paid by their
own consumers to protect the monopoly profits of firms like Pfizer and Microsoft. It is hard indeed to see how this is a
win for the wages of the vast majority of American workers. As Dean Baker (2015) points out, it’s clearly a loss for other
tradable sectors, since the increased prices foreign consumers have to pay for U.S. software and pharmaceuticals will
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crowd out potential demand for other U.S. tradables. But it’s awfully easy to see how this is a loss for foreign consumers
and a big win for capital owners in the United States. The traditional argument for expanded trade being “win-win”
at the national level was each country could enjoy cheaper prices for importables. But the logic above actually says the
United States will benefit from the TPP by raising the price its trading partners must pay for some U.S. exports.

Summing up
The two biggest economic challenges facing the U.S. economy are (1) how to generate sufficient aggregate demand
(spending by households, governments, and businesses) to ensure full employment and (2) how to stop the ever-rising
inequality of wages and incomes that has smothered wage growth for the vast majority of workers.
The TPP is relevant to both issues. Absent a strong currency provision, it will do nothing directly to help close trade
deficits and increase aggregate demand. This is a major problem. The chronic trade deficit has been dragging on
demand for over a decade now, and signing a trade agreement without provisions to stop currency management that
keeps the trade deficit from closing will make this issue harder to address in the future.
As regards wages and inequality, if the TPP leads to a reshuffling of domestic production toward exportable sectors that
are capital-intensive and away from importable sectors that are labor-intensive, then it will exacerbate inequality. If it
does not lead to such a reshuffling, then wage effects will be modest, but this begs the question of why would we bother
to sign a trade agreement that did not lead to such a reshuffling of production? That is, after all, the entire point of trying
to expand trade opportunities, and is the source of estimated net national gains from trade. Assurances that the TPP
will be all gain, no pain are deeply disingenuous in this regard.
Often when pressed on the issue of American inequality, economists and policymakers will admit that such trade agreements could indeed be bad for large numbers of American workers, but profess their continued support for them on
the grounds that these agreements are good for workers in other countries. This would be a fair rationale if it were true,
but in the case of the TPP it seems hard to see how it could be. The largest gains to U.S. national income identified by
American policymakers seem to be largely obtained through zero-sum increases in monopoly industry profits that come
directly out of foreign households’ incomes.
Finally, it’s worth noting that there are many economic challenges facing the United States and the rest of the global
economy that could benefit from global cooperation. For example, international cooperation to allow individual countries to effectively tax capital income (through either individual or corporate tax codes) without it simply fleeing to tax
havens abroad would be a huge boon for national policymakers. Another boon would be international action to ensure
that some countries’ efforts to raise the price of greenhouse gas emissions do not simply lead to “leakage” as carbonintensive production is shipped to countries without effective measures to control emissions.
International commercial negotiations that aimed to tackle these issues would be a big win for Americans and our trading partners. Instead, the TPP looks like it will just constitute one more step toward using commercial agreements to
maximize three things: (1) the damage done through global integration to the wages of most American workers; (2) the
rents earned by those holding a monopoly on intellectual property claims; and (3) the influence that the preferences of
global economic elites have on the policymaking of American trading partners.
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Endnotes
1. See Krugman (2013) and Summers (2014) for the most famous and clearest presentations of this hypothesis.
2. See Gagnon (2012) and Scott (2014) for estimates on the origins and consequences of currency management.
3. See Cline (1995), Spence (2011), Summers (2006), and Krugman (2008) for qualified-at-least endorsements of the view that
globalization likely contributed to rising American inequality. See Bivens (2008) for a review of the academic evidence.
4. See DeLong (2015) and Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2015) for variants of these arguments.
5. Note that in this formulation I’m including human capital—the excess returns earned by workers with better credentials and/or
skills relative to others.
6. How do we know that the lower prices for imports and import-competing goods trump the higher prices for exportables in
boosting overall price-adjusted incomes? Because we consume more importables than we produce (that’s why we import them)
and we produce more exports than we consume (that’s why we export them). This means the average price of consumption items
unambiguously falls due to trade, and hence price-adjusted national income increases. But this effect is much smaller than would
be inferred by looking only at import price declines.
7. This balanced trade occurs in theory and in trade models estimating the impact of trade agreements. In real life, such balance will
only occur if provisions to stop countries from engaging in currency management for competitive gain are also part of the trading
system.
8. A very important point here is that labor-abundant and capital-abundant are relative terms. The United States is labor-scarce and
capital-abundant relative to Mexico even though in raw terms there are more American workers than Mexican workers. But
because the ratio of labor (think workers without credentials such as a four-year college degree) to capital (think both physical
capital and workers with credentials such as four-year college degrees) is higher in Mexico than the United States, then Mexico is
considered the labor-abundant country relative to the United States.
9. Note that one need not claim that relative factor abundance is the only determinant of trade flows. Lots of other things
determine comparative advantage for particular industries—idiosyncratic technological differences, geography, returns to scale,
etc. But so long as the entire bundle of imports and exports of a country is influenced by factor proportions, this logic holds. Also
note that currency values can make a country like the United States a net importer even of goods that it naturally has a
comparative advantage in.
10. See Wood (2007) for compelling evidence on this. Davis and Weinstein (2001) provide the most careful and comprehensive
measure of the relative factor intensity of U.S. trade flows vis-à-vis the rest of the world and find clearly that U.S. imports are
labor-intensive while exports are capital-intensive.
11. See Blanchflower, Oswald, and Sanfrey (1996); Bivens (2006); Oswald (2008); and Martins (2009) for evidence on the
empirical importance of rents and bargaining power in wage determination. Jayadev (2007) has identified a “bargaining channel”
impact of globalization on the labor share of income and has found in a cross-country panel that increased financial globalization
is associated with lower labor shares of income. Elsby, Hobijn, and Sahin (2013) have empirically identified a link between rising
import penetration and reduced labor share of income in the U.S. economy.
12. The Petri and Plummer (2012) results on the TPP that we will discuss later show exactly that exportable production rises while
importable production falls as a result of the TPP.
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13. Trade agreements that result in increased productivity in foreign countries’ export sector while implicitly reducing productivity
(by raising the cost of inputs if these include intellectual property held by Americans) in their importable sector will hence
increase the U.S. terms of trade (the price of imports relative to the price of exports). This will make the reshuffling of U.S.
domestic production that much greater, hence amplifying trade’s inequality-generating effects.
14. Baker (2003) is among the first, and the most consistent, in pointing out this asymmetry in U.S. trade policy.
15. Bilateral tariff cutting leads to foreign consumers facing cheaper prices for U.S. exports because of reduced tariffs. But in global
markets, the price of U.S. exportables actually rises (by less than the tariff cut) because of the resulting increase in demand for
U.S. exports.
16. The production worker versus non-production-worker classification is more widely used, mostly for data availability reasons.
See Feenstra and Hanson (1997) and Berman, Bound, and Griliches (1994) for examples of this. Production and
non-supervisory workers represent roughly 80 percent of the private-sector workforce.
17. Work by Anderson, Tang, and Wood (2006) actually implies the potential for an even smaller share of the workforce to see
benefits from falling trading costs—only those well-credentialed workers who can deploy their human capital to help boost
production in the poorer nations.
18. See Bivens (2013) for a quick description of the model and methodology. Bivens (2007) lays out the longer arguments
regarding this channel through which trade can impact wages.
19. The 5-6 to 1 ratio of net gains to gross losses comes out of making standard assumptions about labor market parameters such as
the elasticity of relative labor demand. See Rodrik (2013) for a long discussion of the ratio between the overall national gains
from trade and the redistribution caused by falling trade costs.
20. Petri and Plummer (2012) note that their estimates are increased by roughly 40 percent by a modeling assumption they make
regarding the effect of the TPP in reducing fixed-cost barriers to trade that stimulate large increases in trade on the “extensive
margin,” or, increases in trade flows associated with firms that did not previously export or import at all. The importance of the
extensive margin in explaining rising trade flows is well-established, and a well-pedigreed theoretical literature (exemplified by
Melitz 2003) shows that a trade-policy-induced reduction in fixed trading costs could indeed boost trade flows on the extensive
margin. But Petri and Plummer (2012) do not identify specific fixed costs of trading that will actually be reduced by the TPP,
and empirical work on what leads to large increases in trade on the extensive margin has shown that developments besides
tariff-cutting have driven past increases, and that some episodes of tariff-cutting have not led to large extensive margin increases.
In short, assuming a very large increase in extensive margin trade stemming from the TPP is a pretty aggressive assumption.
21. In many of the models cited by Petri and Plummer (2013), increases in trade flows are biased toward the most productive
firms, leading to a rise in economy-wide productivity that is absent from most trade models. It should be noted that if this
domestic shift from low- to high-productivity firms is associated in any way with an increased use of capital vis-à-vis labor (and
much research [like Sampson 2014 and Egger and Kreikemeir 2009] indicates that it might be), this additional channel of trade
effects could lead to larger redistributions than implied by current models, as well as larger gains from trade.
22. The assumption that increases the gains from trade is that tariff revenue is replaced with lump-sum taxes—replacing a
distortionary tax (tariffs) with a non-distortionary tax (lump-sum taxes) that does not generally exist in the real world. The more
ambitious liberalization scenario they model is complete liberalization (removal of all tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade) of
merchandise trade in the world.
23. Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013) examine changes in import penetration and wages across geographic areas in the United
States to obtain their results. While they examine Chinese imports specifically, this is in large part because they are confident that
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the growth of Chinese imports into the United States was exogenous to U.S. economic developments. The Petri and Plummer
(2012) estimates of income growth stemming from the TPP are by definition exogenous to U.S. economic developments, so the
Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013) results seem likely to hold on this scale. It could be that Chinese imports skew more
labor-intensive than imports from TPP countries, biasing up the Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013) results when applying them
to the TPP import increases. Yet, Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013) note that their estimates of wage impacts could be biased
down precisely because Chinese imports are exceptionally labor-intensive, and they find large disemployment effects of these as
well. If the labor-intensity of Chinese imports leads to disproportionate job loss among the lowest-credentialed U.S. workers, this
will actually attenuate their estimate of the wage impact.
24. Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013) also find negative effects in non-manufacturing industries on the wages of college-educated
workers. However, the effects are smaller than for non-college workers, and non-college workers actually even see negative wage
impacts stemming from increased imports in manufacturing, contrary to their findings on college workers.
25. See Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013).
26. Again, if the “job killing” aspect refers to the demand-sapping effect of chronic trade deficits, then this is a prime reason to
oppose a TPP with no currency provision.
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